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The twentieth century was preeminently an age of warring states and collapsing empires. Industrialism brought not peace but the sword.
And the tip of that sword was sea power. In this first volume of Power at Sea, Rose recalls the early twentieth‐century world of emerging,
predatory industrial nations engaging in the last major scramble for global markets and empire. In such times, an imposing war fleet was
essential to both national security and international prestige. Battleship navies became pawns of power politics, and between 1890 and
1914 four of them ‐ Britains Royal Navy, the Imperial German Navy, the Japanese Navy, and the U.S. Navy ‐ set the tone and rhythm of
international life. Employing a global canvas, Rose portrays the frantic naval race between Britain and Germany that did so much to bring
about the First World War he takes us aboard Americas Great White Fleet as it circumnavigated the world between 1907 and 1909, leaving
in its wake both goodwill and jealousy he details Japans growing naval and military power and the hunger for unlimited expansion that
resulted. Important naval battles were fought in those days of ostensible peace, and Rose brings to life the encounters of still young and
relatively small industrial fighting fleets at Manila Bay and Tsushima. He also takes us into the huge naval factories where the engines of
war were forged. He invites us aboard the imperial battleships and battle cruisers, exploring the dramatically divided worlds of the officers
lordly wardroom with its clublike atmosphere and the often foul and fetid enlisted mens quarters. The Age of Navalism climaxed in the epic
First World War Battle of Jutland, in which massive guns and maneuvering dreadnoughts determined that Imperial Germany would
become the latest in a line of ambitious naval powers that failed to shake Britannias rule of the waves. Germanys subsequent use of a
revolutionary new strategy, unrestricted submarine warfare, nearly brought Britain to its knees, reduced the level of naval combat to
barbarism, and brought the United States into the war with its own substantial navy, ultimately turning the tide of battle.
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